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Minority AdmissiOns Drop; 
.School's -Effort in Question 
' 
by Jay Marlin 
Editor's Note: This is the first ofa 
two-port series dealing with 
minority admissions and th§ /ego/ 
method program. 
"Looking at the results, it's not 
a sincere effort to increase the 
number of enrolled black 
students, and that insincerity 
begins right at the top," - Jerry 
McGrier, president of Black 
American Law Students 
Association (BALSA) . 
"They're just wrong. If there 
was a way to do it we would, but 
we're doing a good job, given the 
constraints that we operate 
under," - Dean Thomas 
Headrick. . 
Despite a stepped up recruiting 
effort over the past year, the 
number of minority students 
enrolled has dropped to half of 
what it w;is five years a$o, 
Op'friions vary sharply a':!)O_!l~ _ 
the top ,administrators of the law 
school and students involved as to 
the reasons for the low figures, 
the efficacy of the law school's 
....,_ efforts and alternative approaches 
in trying to · increase the number 
of minority students. 
Of particular concern to I the 
students and -- some of the 
administrators is the declining · 
' I · number of black students directly 
challenging the administration's 
sincerity in seeking more black 
students. 
The number of minority 
. studehts admitted into the law 
school has dropped dramatically 
since the early 1970's. In 1973, 
out of a first year class of 322, 
there were 38 minority students, 
followed in 1974 by a class of 296 
students, in which 16 minority 
students were enrolled. 
On August 28th, 262 studenfs 
began their first year at UB law 
chool. Included in that total were 
17 minority students, of w'tiom 
six were black. 
The 17 students represented 
-6.5 per cent of the total number 
Dea11 Thomas tleadrick 
• 
., 
• " f ' 
of first year law students, with the 
number of black students 
representing 2.3 Rer cent of the 
total first year class. 
For all three classes in the law 
school, the figures show out ,of a 
total student population of 750, 
there are 39 minority students 
(5.2 per cent), of which 24 (3.2 
per cent) are black students. 
"There is no question the 
admissions committee cut down. 
on the numbers accepted, because 
we weren't getting the quality of 
student we wanted," said Charles 
Wallin; re'gistrar, associate dean 
and permanent member of the 
admissions committee. 
Headrick agreed with Wallin's 
assessment. "People either 
dropped out quickly or hung on 
barely. The attrition rate was 
extremely high, and a very high 
price was paid personally by those 
people. We don't want that to 
happen again," he said. 
Since that time the ·number of 
minority' stud;rits' has' remained 
fairly stable, with · the period 
1975-1977 showing an average of 
14 minority students enrolled per 
BALSA President Jerry McGrier 
' 
"We've gone from the stage of 
accepting a lot of students to 
when we didn't accept as many, 
and now we're trying.to stablilize 
that figure," said f.llan Canfield, 
assistant dean and administrator 
responsible for recruitment of 
minority students. 
"The number of minority 
students he~e is very low, and 
what we've been trying to do is to 
better the recruitment," said 
Canfield, who noted during this 
past year out of 192 minority 
applicants, 54 were accepted, but 
only 17 actually enrolled. · 
• The problems cited by Canfield 
and others range from Buffalo's 
geographic position, the lack of 
money available for recruitment, a 
lack of financial assistance and a 
lack of public relations on the 
part of the university _to publicize 
the law school. 
-· William Greiner, associate dean 
and chairman of the admissions 
committee, views the pro~lem of 
atfracHng 'more· m1riority. students 
as part of a greater law school 
problem. 
"Given the pool of applicants 
we get, I am satisfied with what 
we're doing, but I'm not happy 
with the applicant pool, which is 
weak. I think the problem with 
the pool of minority students is 
the same problem with that of the 
majority of students, and that is 
that this law school is the best 
kept secret in -the state of New 
York," Greiner said. 
"Lots of people think Buffalo 
is a terrible place and they will go 
to Albany and Syracuse. We have 
no public relations because most 
of the money ·around here goes 
'into the building program, and 
there is a reluctance on the part of 
- continued on page 4 
Newly Elected First Year Directors: 
I tor: Michael Rosenthal, Davis Guy, Jay Marlin, Jay Mintzer 
Leavy Wins-Bid 
For Presidency 
by Paul Bumbalo 
Tony Leavy, a second-year 
student, was elected president of 
the Student Bar Association last 
week by capturing 50 per cent of 
the vote .in a three-way race. 
Leavy defeated Claude Joerg and 
Madeline Bernstein for the 
position vacated last spring by 
Andrew Cosentino. 
Former first-year director J. 
Ted Donovan became the SBA 's 
new secretary by receiving more 
, than the necessary one-third of 
the votes cast. Running 
unopposed, Donovan won the 
post he lost last spring to Rich 
Bedor. Bedor resigned this fall to 
create the vacancy. 
. In addition, Sherman Kerner 
and Debbie Humphrey were 
elected as second-year directors to 
fi 11 vacancies created by 
resignations. -Former secretary 
Bedor lost in the close three-way 
race. 
· Six , first-year directors were 
also elected. They are David Guy, 
Jay Marlin, Jay Mintzer, Michael 
Ros5nthal, Michelle Silver and 
Grades: Are We Being Ranked; 
Will Employers Take the ''Q''? 
by Mike Buskus 
' The . Registrar's office has 
recently compiled a breakdown of 
the distribution of H's by 
frequency of occurrence for the 
Class of 1978. That list (reprinted 
in table) is now furnished to 
employers requesting explanation 
of Honors grades. 
Wallin declined to interpret the 
chart, believing it to be 
self-explanatory. He insisted, 
however, that it does not actually 
rank persons, but rather only gives 
a person a realtive approximation 
of where he or she is in class, 
based ·on the number of honors 
grades received. . 
In a related development, Dean 
Headrick has revealed that a new 
Leslie Wolfe. 
Three positions remained 
unfilled after the election because 
of a plague of resignations and a 
lack of candidates with. valid 
petitions. The posts oj SBA 
treasurer and two tfiird-year 
directors remained unoccupied. 
About half the student body, 
373 students, participated in the 
election. Although "write-in" 
ballots are permitted by the SBA 
constitution, two write-in 
candidates for treasurer were 
unable to secure the one-third 
plurality necessary to win. 
Of the 373 ballots cast, 225 
left blank the space for the 
write-in treasurer vote. Many of 
those who did write in a candidate 
voted not for fellow students, but 
for others like Professors Schlegel, 
Konefsky and Mann. 
According to Leavy, his victory 
was due to his taking a stand on 
the issues. By focusing his 
campaign on the issues, he said, 
citing his letter to the editor in 
the September 14 issue of 
Opinion, he showed his 
willingness· to take charge and 
tackle problems. 
Leavy said he wants to dispel 
the notion that the only thing the 
SBA does is to hold elections, 
"There are so many things that 
need to be done," the new 
president said. "There are internal 
organizational problems, selection 
of students for faculty-student 
committees in addition to 
problems like fee waivers." 
"We have to get the SBA 
functioning again," said 
second-year director Kerner. 
First-year director David Guy 
reflected the enthusiasm of the 
newly elected officers by 
declaring, "We have to get directly 
involved." 
Leavy said he would decide 
shortly whether to hold another 
election' to fill the three remaining 
vacancies or fill them in s()me 
other manner. 
policy statement will soon be 
attached t9 transcripts. Last 
spring the Academic Policy and 
Program Committee (APPC) 
approved the general idea of 
furnis,hing employers with a more 
complete explanation of our 
grading system. Dean Headrick 
drafted a proposed letter, which 
was submitted to the faculty this 
summer for consideration as a 
committee of the whole. 
Apparently this letter has not 
generated substantial comment or 
opposition. . 
The explanatory letter is 
scheduled to be circulated with 
transcrii>ts sent ou't after October 
1, 1978, unless the Dean receives 
objection from the Faculty. 
Although the precise contents 
of the letter were not available at 
press time, the following is known 
to be covered in the letter: there 
is an indi~ation of what the 
historical distribution of grades 
has been in the separate categories 
of H, Q, D and F. Wallin and Dean 
Headrick compiled.the data which 
formed the basis of this letter. 
When asked about the 
prospects of this letter of 
explanation being incorporated in 
official transcripts by the October 
1 target date, Dean Headrick 
replied that there was . a "high 
likelihood" that this proposal 
would be implemented as 
scheduled. 
- contin~ed on page 3 
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Lily-White Isn't Right 
Minority enrollment at the law school has fallen to embarrassing 
and inexcusable depths. The exact reasons for this travesty remain, at 
best, amorphous. 
The importance of a fully developed minority recruitment 
program cannot be overstated. To responsibly review this program's 
performance we must select areliable criterion. 
The only means of accurately assessing the program's success is to 
look at results. Sincerity, good intentions and good faith efforts cannot 
represent the ends to which a recruiting committee strives. It can only 
be among the means employed to effectuate the ends : an increase in 
the minority enrollment at this law school. 
'The only conclusion to be drawn from the absence of such an 
increase is that the .minority recruitment program has failed miserably. 
The number of minority students admitted into law school has 
dropped appreciably since the early 1970's.. . 
This year's first year class of 262 consists of six black students. To · 
this we must add 11 non-black minority students to arrive at the grand 
total of 17 minority enrollments. 
We are not suggesting that the administration is idly standing by 
and watching minority admissions plummet into oblivion. This would 
be both unfair and inaccurate. 
The admiriistration is comprised of several talented individuals; 
individuals who are in a position to effect change,. When a number of 
such people unite for the purpose of effectuating a common end, only 
results can accurately reflect performance. 
The amount of energy and hard work is incapable of evaluation by 
those outside the administration. The larger class of students, faculty 
and the community cannot witness the day to day efforts and 
consequently · can only judge performance on the basis of 
accomplishments. 
In addition, it seems contrary to the survival of such a program to 
have a faculty as homogeneous as ours. The minority voice would 
clearly be better represented if qualified minority professors were 
added to the now "lily-white" faculty. 
· This homogeneity at the faculty level tends, inevitably, to breed an 
equally homogeneous student body. The beginning of a viable minority 
recruitment program must begin at the faculty and administrative level. 
Various reasons are suggested for the low minority enrollment 
figures, such as the law school's geographic location, the University's 
failure to publicize the law school, and a reluctance on the part of the 
State to publicize for fear of offending the private law schools at 
Albany and Syracuse. Reasons merely serve to justify the figures and 
are not sufficient. ~ 
The admini~tration continues with each passing year to outline the 
various new proposals designed to resolve these problems. The numbers 
seem to indicate that they have been continually failing. 
Their efforts appear to be increasing. While only visiting six or 
seven schools last year for the purpose of recruiting, they plan to visit 
10 or 11 schools this year. For this they must truly be praised. 
However, if the University and the State refuse to turn a 
sympathetic ear then perhaps the only way to deal with this problem is 
internally . Perhaps the students of this law school have to make their . 
ethics clear. 
The administration is comprised of many sincere and dedicated 
individuals who would be receptive to a resounding call from the 
student body to improve the minority recruitment program. And 
among those many voices perhaps there will even be a suggestion or 
two. 
We implore the members of the SBA as the formal voice of the 
student body to place among their top priorities the improvement of 
minority representation at the faculty and student levels. To those 
stud~nts who do not wish to use the SBA as their effective voice - use 
your own. 
Letters To The &litor 
Leavy Thanks Voters and Plans Ahead 
To the Editor: 
I want to take this opportunity 
to thank all the people who voted 
for me in this Presidential 
election. Their vote of confidence 
and mandate is greatly 
app,-eciated. 
I want to especially thank Stu 
Haimowitz, who was a great help 
in my election. He was always 
there when I needed some extra 
help . Gladys LaForge also 
deserves special thanks. As 
Election Committee Chairman she have to do : get the SBA Tony Leavy 
Bissell Pledges Fai,r 
-
Represent.anon 
To the Editor: keeping a close account of monies 
that are being spent. If I am 
I would- like to ask you to elected treasurer, I intend to 
write my name in for the position fulfill this responsibility. 
of SBA treasurer. I am interested In tl)e Pc\St I have served 
in this position in _student - as a first year director on the 
government because I am SBA (1977-78). . 
concerned about the' past misuses - as a student representative to 
to which your student monies the UB Law School Academic 
have been put. In large part, the Policy and Planning committee. 
on the DistinguishedSBA treasurer is responsible for 
wrdarelli,'s Position: 
Office Needs-Professional 
To the Editor: 
Thanks to the people who 
wrote in my name for SBA 
Treasurer. The vote of confidence 
Contributions, 
Welcome 
Opinion heartily welcomes 
contributions to the editorial 
page. Express your opinion on 
matters concerning you, your 
fellow students and the legal 
community ·at large. 
Letters should be typed, 70 
characters to a line, double 
spaced and submitted to the 
Opinion office, room 623. 
Letters musJ be signed, though 
names will be withheld upon 
request. Letters should be 
concise and'- will be printed 
according to space limitations. . ' 
Announcements and 
organizational news are also 
welcomed. The same typing 
and deadline requirements 
apply. 
I ' V<c. 
, 
did an excellent job by running a 
very fair election. Past elections 
were open to criticism for the way 
they were run. No one can 
criticize this election . Gladys, 
thank you. 
SBA has a lot to do and, with 
the help of the rl:st of the Board 
and the whole student body, we 
can accomplish a great deal. I ran 
for election on issues and now, · 
that I have been elected President, 
I want to do something about 
these issues and get the SBA 
moving again. This is what we 
is appreciated. . 
No one was elected SBA 
Treasurer and a run off election is 
~ow ne~essary. I ask yo~r support 
1n this . ne\\'. election . My
111 · ~f.)  i 1 .-11,,,l,., t ,1 •1r11 11,, t 1 11 , 
~-!,Jal~ 1ca110~~ ar~ •. . , .· . 
Treasurer of my Social 
Fraternity - 1st & 2nd year of 
college. 
Financial Director of the 
Buffalo Jaycees. - 1976 & 1977 
Certified Public Accountant _ 
State of New York 
Six'years of work experience as 
an Auditor 
2nd year Law Student, 
Graduate of Section No. 3. 
:., The SBA Treasurer is 
responsible for safeguarding Cl>Ver 
$25,000 of your money. The 
office needs a professional. 
Tony Cardarelli 
reorganized, appoint student 
members to the faculty/student 
committees, be active in any 
grading chang~, increase our 
efforts to attract minority 
students and faculty, start our 
lobby campaign, etc. I cannot 
accomplish · these things by 
myself. They need the help of all 
our students and I will be calling 
on students to help. Together we 
can do a great deal. 
Again, everyone, thank you 
very much . 
Visitors' Forum, a committee that 
is responsible for bringing 
speakers to the Law School. 
- as a job analyst fsr the city 
of Louisville, Ky., a pqsit.ion in 
which I was responsible for -
helping administer th4t p;irt of 
Louisville's budget that provided 
wages for municipal employees. 
- as a student representative to 
the Minority Student Program 
committee. 
I have been concerned with 
insuring fair representation in 
government for all people. While I 
worked for the city of Louisville, 
I helped design the city's 
affirmative action hiring plan. 
Last semester, while at the Law 
School, I circulated a petition that 
was signed by law students and 
presented to the SBA protesting 
the unfair election practices -
. campaigning near the polls; 
c1osin11 the nolls rlurin11 hours of 
•• • . i~ lt"" ;c'i ru• i rj..: 1• 1n fl' 1..I IH,,rJ\. 
,vqt1_ng _, tha~,~a!l oeen e,ng,aged, m 
the elections iri the 'spring 'of 'fhis 
year. The result of my work is 
evident in this year's elections. 
The SBA Election committee 
issued election rules to each 
candidate, and it has taken steps 
to insure that the polls will be 
open during the hours posted. 
If I am elected, I will bring this 
concern for representative 
governmellt to the SBA. I will 
bring also, to the ·position of 
treasurer, the experience I have 
with administrating a budget. I 
urge you to write my name in for 
SBA treasurer. 
Charma'ine Biss.ell 
, r:Quote'.,,of.>the .·Bi~Week 
,·,1, (, ," •• .. ···,, . . 
"Under carefully controlled conditions, 
humans behave as they damned well please. " 
- Hatv~rd Law of Behavior 
.J 
,.,wf.\P..t>S Tl-I IN GS. ONL.Y PANIC OrJE. b~y 
~T A Tl(Y)'=., 
\ \ 
/ 
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A Worthu,h~ Experience Gmaes for Clt.m-of 1978 
Competing For Moot Court 
by Steve Blumberg experience was worthwhile. 
"I think it was worthwhile 
The annual Charle·s S. becaus_e ·1 learned research 
Desmond Moot Court t.echniques and overcame the 
Competition, which serves as the jitters of making oral arguments," 
basis for selection to the Moot Cashmore said . "It gave me a 
Court Board, will get underway jump on the research and writing 
nex.t Thursday with the course to be taken io the second 
distribution of this year's semester," he acjded . The 
problem . The competition will preparation involved between the 
culminate in November with final date of the argument problem is 
oral arguments before a panel of handed out (October 5) and the 
distinguished juages. commencement of the first 
Among the judges who already preliminary oral round (November 
have agreed to come are U.S. 14), " involves a substantial time 
District Judge John T. Curtin of commitment, " Cashmore said. 
the Western District of New York, The prel iminary oral rounds, to 
three current Judges of the New be argued on November 14, 15 
York· Court of · Appeals and and 16 in the Mciot Court, will be 
Charles S. Desmond, UB Law judged by local attorneys, faculty 
School alumnus and former Chief and possibly some New York City 
Judge of the New York Court of attorneys. The reason President of 
Appeals , for whom the the Alumni Association Everett 
competition was named. M. Barlow is trying to attract "Big 
The top 20 performers in last Apple" attorneys · is to give the 
year's competition, four of ·whom law school · -added exposure to 
were freshmen, were selected for New York City law firms. 
membership to the Moot Court In regard to Manhattan law 
Board. Tihi Cashmore, one of the firms, Cashmore said, "If we show 
freshman to be chosen, thinks the them the quality of our moot 
LEXIS Brings Law School 
C~mputerizet!, Research 
by Carol Gardner 
LEXIS is coming! No, it's not a 
new disease, movie monster, rock 
band or law professor. Lexis is a 
computer-assisted legal research 
service to be leased from the Mead 
Data ControlJ a .subsidiary of the 
Mi>acl'tor ·· 'ci~'Mio'nv(b '.5l.JN'y- for 
ti l 'J~ :• '' ·~ J?, •r· t) I :f , , y ,I - ~• '.PH J'4 
the law library probably begmnmg 
sometime this semester. 
According to Associate Law 
Librarian Kathy Carrick, who 
wrote a justification for leasing 
the service in the spring of 1978, 
the service will be of great bene-fit 
to the studeRts in broadening 
their research skills and of great 
benefit to the library by rounding 
out the library's collections of 
lower state court opinions as well 
as some special federal collections. 
Professor Wadj: Newhouse, 
Law Librarian, s.tid, "We're 
p I eased that th rough the 
cooperation of the Director of 
University. Librarie~ Mr. Saktidas 
Roy, that.,.we were able - to add 
LEXIS to the ljbrary . sources. 
We're coor~ein ·t hat it \viii not 
only prove _valuable in adding a 
n e w d i mens ion to ·.,the 
instructional program for the 
students, but that it ·_will also 
provide a number of the fai;.ulty a 
useful research tool." He 
emphasised it was the result of the 
cooperation between Mr. Roy and 
Dean Headrick that the full 
financing of the y_enture was 
achieved. " It took ~pecial efforJ 
and • an understanding on the 
Director's part of the law school'~ 
needs and sympathy for filling 
these needs," he said. The Council 
of SUNY is expected to approve 
the cont ract soon and the 
librarians hope the computer w.ill 
soon be in service. 
LEXIS , once insta lled, will 
work this way : 
1. The student selects the 
names of the library and file he or 
she wants to s,earch .. Examples of 
the libraries include ~ General 
Federal Library (United States 
Code and Cases), Trade 
Regulation Library (Federal Trade 
Commission Decisions and Cases) 
and the New York Library. 
2. Then the student types in 
words that he or she thinks may 
appear in a case or in a state code. 
The computer will then print 
out all the citations for . cases 'in 
which- the worct' appears in tnat 
library and file . 
LEXIS won't replace 
traditional research and that is the 
reason why the system will not be 
taught to first year students until 
after they have become proficient 
at-traditional research methods. 
Second and third year students 
will be taught in special classes. 
The classes will introduce ,the 
students to the keyboard and 
instruct them .in Boolian logic (a 
logical system which uses 
"and/or" and "but/not" analysis) . 
The LEXIS computer terminal 
will be located gn the fifth floor 
of the library in the auclio-visual 
.depai:tment. So.me procedures will 
be established for use by students 
and : f~culty ' ri)eri)bers. Anyone 
using the computer Will have to 
have a valid I.D . card. 
court competitors, which would 
hopefully be good, this would 
help the Placement Office." 
'' Most employers look tor 
evidence of written expression 
ability in addition to thin.king 
ability," Cashmore said: "Oral 
expression, which is valuable for 
litigation, is best obtained in Moot 
Court. There's no better place to 
get it. " Cashmore also pointed 
out, "Writing samples are 
sometimes required by potential 
employers." 
A theoretical maximum of five 
pe!Jple will become instantly 
distinguished at the con.:lusion of 
the competition . One award will 
go to the best team, another 
award to the best individual 
oralist and the la,_st award will be 
bestowed upon the team with the 
best brief. 
Once the Moot Court Board 
has been formed, teams of two or 
three board members will take 
about one trip each to various 
competitions in the northeast. 
The serious competitors aim for 
the National. Moot Court 
Competition, held in New York 
City around January. 
"The Nati~ nals are the biggie, " 
Cashmore said. "They are 
sponsored by the Association of 
the Bar of the City of New York. 
Before reaching the nationals, you 
must be victorious at the 
Regionals in Boston," Cashmore 
explained. 
Getting back to the Desmond 
Competition, the problem to be. 
argued was devised by five 
members of the Moot Court 
Board. The problem is designed to 
. appeal · \ o both . plaintiff , and 
. cl,f-ll~9'\r:,.\l/~ ...~.:;, ·;. •" ~ ·_: 
"The problem is 'hopefully 
structured so that equal numbers 
of teams will desire to argue each 
side," Cashmore said. "Regardless, 
each team will argue the other 
side one out of three -nights, ' ~he 
added, referring to the three 
nights of preliminary oral rounds. 
Prior to the preliminary oral 
·rounds, there will be practice 
rounds which don't count. These 
practice rounds will be judged by 
the Moot Court Board. 
There will be an open house in 
the Moot ~ourt Lounge on 
September 28 from 2 to 5 p.m. 
The lounge is in Room 8 in the 
ba1ement hallway behind the 
Moot Court Room. Board 
members will be available to 
answer questions. Coffee and 
dor1uts will be served: ' 
Fi gures are baaed on 261 student record 
available at this time. 
5 students had 0 Ila 0 
19 • ~tudents had l H 19 
25 students had 2 Ila 50 
17 students had 3 Ha 51 
25 students had 4 Ha 100 
24 students had 5 Ha 120 
18 students had 6 Ila 108 
19 students had 7 Ha 133 
21 students had 8 Ha 168 
- 19 students had 9 Ha 171 
\ 1 students had 10 Ha 110 
15 students had 11 Ha 165 
16 students had 12 Ha 192 
7 students had 13 Hs 91 / 
7 students had 14 Hs 98 
6 s tudents had 15 Ha 90 
6 students had 16 Hs 96 
2 students had 17 Hs 34 
3 students had 18 Hs 54 
1 student had 19 Hs 19 
1 student had 20 Hs 20 
0 student had 21 Hs 0 
0 student had 22 Hs 0 
1889 Hs earned by 261 students 
119 students had 0 De, F ■ , or Us 0 
59 students had 1 D , F, or U 59 
30 students had 2 Ds, Fs, or Us 60 
27 students had 3 Ds, Fa, or Us 81 
9 students had 4 Ds, Fa, or Us 36 
10 s tudents had 5 Ds, Fs , or Us 50 
4 students had 6 Ds, Fs, or Us 24 
2 students had 7 Ds, Fs, or Us lJ+ 
0 students had 8 Ds, Fs, or Us 0 
l student had 9 Ds , Fs, or Us 9 
0 students had 10 Ds, Ps, or Us 0 
0 students had 11 Da, Fa, or Us 0 
0 students had '12 Da , Pa, or Us 0 
0 students had 13 Da, Pa, or U■ 0 
0 students had 14 De, Fs, or Us 0 
0 students had 15 Da, Fs, or Us 0 
0 students had 16 Da, Fs, or Us 0 
3n Ds earned by 
261 students 
Grade Explana~ons 
Available To Employers 
- continued from page 1 
d
. t H C b dAccor mg o eIen ros y an 
L. d N db h · th Offi fm a a rzuc m e ice o 
· · d R d h
Ad m1ss1ons an ecor s, t e- ·a1 .
foIIowmg exp1anatory maten 1s 
· t d . "H
11pHrm e on a t~a.nscnptsk: Q: 
onors, superior wor ; :• f • d . f
Q ua I 1 1e , sat1s actory , D M - d ' 
per,ormance; : argma1 ere 1t;
F· F - d" b
1 I·. . ai ure, no f ere it, e oSw 
minimum 1eves1 o acceptance; : . . I . 
credit special Law Review, Moot- I ,,
Court, BLP, clerkships . 
Nothing whatsoever about rank 
· I • - d h 
m c ass 1s ment1one on t e · R • Ch
transcript. eg1strar Iares 
Wallin explained the official 
reluctance to engage in. the 
ranking process : "Our whole 
grading system and our whole 
philosophy prohibits ranking." 
Wallin stated that the only 
official policy relating to grades is 
the · custom of bestowing the 
"cum laude" accolade upon 
graduating seniors with more than 
50% H hours minus D hours. 
Wallin expressed the view that 
UB To Host ADA Public-Interest Law Conference 
The Bar AssoGiation of Erie Erie County-Bar Associatiorr plans 
firm in Buffalo. · 
· Buffalo- School of Law w.ilt--hos-t 
University of New York at 
The· list o r' Confere nce 
the American Bar Association participants include U.S. Senator 
sponsored Model Public Interest Jacob Javits, Former U.S. 
L_aw Conference. The Conference Attorney General Ramsey Clark, 
.will be held on September 29th Chesterfield Smith , Past President 
and 30th. I of the Americ::an Bar Association,
The purpose of the Conference Rev. Geno Baroni, Assistant 
is to provide a dialogue among Secretary Department of Housing
members of the bar, judiciary, and Urban Development, and 
academia, government, business Thomas Ehrlich, President Legal
and , the public as to how the Services Corporation . 
needs of the public may best be 
served b)(. the legal profession . Co-sponsors of the Conference 
One major goal of the Conference include the New York State Bar 
is to · encourage private Association, the Monroe County 
practitioners to become involved Bar Association, and t he 
Chesterfield Smith in public interest law as a part of Onondaga _ County Bar 
their practices. Additionally, the Association. ' . 
card ■ which were 
· . 
it is in the best interest of the 
. . h 
ma1onty of students not to ave a .
ranking system. Furthermore, he 
- d h h · · d' opme t at t e ex1stmg gra mg 
. . 
system without ranking was 
adopted largely as a result of 
d - • - • h • bstu ent · 1mt1at1ve, avmg een 
urged upon the faculty several 
. . 
years ago as a reaction against the 
numerical system with decimal 
~ • • k"pomt prec1s1on ran mg.w 11 - t t d B ff 1 ,a I n con ras e u a O s 
d · · h h 
gr ah 1~ g s Ystem w It t e 
mec amsm used at Columbia,
h" h h w 1c as four separate grades 
above the level of unsatisfactory . 
Wallin concluded that such 
stratification fails to help the 
majority of the class that is not in 7 
the uppermost tier. 
The present grading system has I 
been of e<:>nsiderable concern to 
second and third year students 
searching for jobs. They are 
frequently confronted with 
demands from prospective 
employers for an applicant's rank 
in class. This '4w school, however, 
has an. official policy of not 
ranking students. Nevertheless, 
some law firms and government 
agencies that post notices of 
' County .together with the ·State to organize a public interest 1aw , -openings• with the law school's 
pla.cem~nt office limit their 
interviews - to. the "top 10%" of 
the class. 
Without a ranking system, it is 
impossible for students to know 
precisely what their position in 
class is. Similarly, students who 
estimate their rank on their 
resumes may be unable to 
document such claims. 
Action' currently pending by 
the Administration may remove 
some of that ambiguity regarding 
the grading system. If the 
Administration proceeds 
according to plan, prospective 
employers will receive additional 
clarifying information beyond the 
-official transcript of grades. 
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Priority of Minority Enrollment Called. Int~ Qu~tio:n,-
· · continued from page 1 
the state to publicize the law 
school for fear of offending the 
private law schools at Albany and 
Syracuse;" he said. 
Canfield agreed Buffal9's bad 
image definitely plays a role in 
ma~ing it difficult to attract more 
minority students. 
In a survey by Canfield 's office 
of people who took the LSAT in 
New York State last year, it was 
revealed the major objections to 
Buffalo were its location and 
climate. 
"This is a first rate institution , 
but our image problem is 
important," Canfield said. 
The need to recruit was a 
recurring theme among those 
interviewed. 
"What we could do better, " 
Headrick . said, "is to offer more 
being sent to all pre-law advisors students with those scores, were 
in the Northeast; a-- minority going to Columbia, Harvard, or 
conference will be staged by the NYU. 
law school in New York City with "They say 'Heh, you should be 
40 to 50 schools invited, and the happy there are 17 minority 
law school will participate in a students,' but they don't say there · 
minority conference at Cornell . are only six black students," said 
Also, according to Greiner, a Armstrong, who served on the 
meeting with Assemblyman · admissions committee last year. 
Arthur Eve has been scheduled for Of her experience on the 
later this month to discuss admissions committee, Armstrong 
increasing the number of minority said, "I'm fed up. After all of our 
students at the law school. work, what came out of it was 
"If. we work hard," Greiner nothing. We had chosen 10 people 
said, "the minority students pool who we thought should come 
will have to go up like the here, and those selections were 
majority students pool." vetoed by Greiner and Wallin . yte 
This view is not completely followed the procedures, and then 
shared by McGrier, Pat they did the opposite." 
Armstrong, vice-president 9f "Affirmative action is only on 
BALSA, or Wayne Alexander, paper. I don't see any overt action 
co-chairman of the Asian-Puerto to recruit black students, by 
looking at the numbers that have 
"We recognize the minority student doesn't come enrolled. Minority means to them 
. everybody not white and I think aclose to the LSA T score of the majority students . .. 
distinction· has to be:f"made to 
we're not going to find many with 600 LSAT really recruit · black ,students," 
McGrier said. scores; Harvard and Yale's got all of them ... " 
The opposite view was taken
Charles Wallin by the dean, who countered, "I 
admissions. I'd expect then that 
we would get the same return 
rate, but from a larger number of 
students." 
BALSA president McGrier 
agreed with this portion of the 
dean 's assessment, but here too 
there was some disagreement. 
"Too much burden is put on the 
students for minority recruitment. 
We are full -time students and I 
don't think once again the 
administration has a serious 
commitment to this accepted 
task ," McGrier said . 
"We've never recruited for any 
students . We need to start 
recruiting in general, and for 
minorities in particular. Last year, 
we visited six to seven schools, 
and the number of minority 
applications was up, " Canfield 
said. 
"What is needed is to increase 
the size of the applicant pool, so 
students don 't come out of here 
cut out of one type of cloth," he 
added. 
Canfield will visit 10 to 12 
schools this year. In addition , 
information on the law school is 
Rican Law Student Association. don't distinguish between black 
"There is no consistency students and other minorities. I 
among the administration towards don't see any reason to single 
minority admissions, but there are them out." 
plenty of differences of Relations with the Dean 
opinions," Alexander said, who seemed · to be a sore spot with 
added decisions seemed to be McGrier and Armstrong . . They 
made on an ad hoc basis. said the only time they got to see 
Alexander said it seemed to the Dean was after "incidents." 
him the law school was looking "The Dean has never come to 
for students with 650 LSAT us," Armstrong said, "we always 
scores and 3.6 GPA's, which he deal through Canfield, and he is 
viewed as unrealistic since sincere, but he can't do 
anything:" 
The black students suggested a 
key clement to increasing . the 
number of b~-11'~ --~ d 
• ·, ·,;re.v:-ihe app6~'!>'1'~ .• Mll'CI< 
dean, and minority faculty 
members of which there are none. 
According to McGrier there ·is a 
serious effort underway to hire a 
black professor, however. 
"I'd like to see appointed a 
black dean to specifically recruit 
minority students; the white 
administrators no matter how 
sincere just cannot relate to the 
problems of black students," 
McGrier said.
BALSA V.P. Pat Armstrong Again , Headri ok took a 
MACTISIN• LAW INSfflUTE 
- ~ "lf we work hard, the minority students pool will 
have to go up like the . majority students pool," 
• Practical Law 
somewhat different view when-he • N'ew York Law said, "I've heard that story for 10 
I' years, and it is partially true. I• Practical PreparatiQn think a_ black dean would be a 
good idea. If I had the funds Ifor the New York Dar 
would do so, but the state doesn 't 
Examination have the funds. " 
" However," j1dded Headrick, Contact: 
" I don ' t think the white 
Ted Firetog 836-6291 administrators are ·insensitive. I 
can 't accept that. The people 
See your PL/ campus rep or write or telephone: a.round here are workin g very 
Practising Low Institute 
810 Seventh Avenue 
New York, N.'t 10019 
(212) 765-5700 
The Practising Law lnsrirure - a nor-for-profir educarional 
tnsrirurion chartered by rhe Doard of l\egenrs of rhe Srare of 
New York - is rhe nation's oldesr and largesr continuing legal 
education organization. Over 55.000 lawyers have prepared 
for rhe New York Dor Exam wirh rh_e PU Dor l\eview Course. 
RESUMES 





47 CHRISTINE DRIVE 
(off Sweet Home Road) 
691-7480 
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hard, and l don't detect any 
insensitiveness there." 
The problem of visibility was 
also raised by Canfield, who said, 
"We've had faculty members in 
the past who felt some need to 
work with the minority students, 
and now they're gonl!, and since 
we don't have a single minority 
faculty member, we have a real 
visibility problem." 
The Supreme Court decision 
on Bakke should have very little 
effect on the admissions process 
at the law school according to 
Greiner, who said, "We are square Registrar Charles Wallin 
with Bakke. Bakke said race can 
be a factor. We know minority the LSAT score is no problem if 
students are underrepresented in you give the students suppor~ 
the legal profession, and that is when they get here, which we do 
why we use the discretionary through ' the legal methods 
power to admit such students." program," he said. 
This was con'firmed by Wallin, The Legal Method program, 
who said it would be "almost which is in its third year, is 
impossible'' to have any {Tlinority designed to help educationally 
students if.. they_ weren't . .given . d_isadvantage.d. _students. in .lb.eit . ·_. 
"some .what preferential'.' first semester by giving them, 
treatment in the m'inority "·tutorial assistance·· in Civil 
category. Procedure, Torts and Contracts: 
Wallin cited a much lower Criminal Law is deferred until the 
LSAT . score, and a lower GPA second year. 
score as the reasons for the Wtiat does the future hold? 
necessity of having the somewhat From Headrick, "I'd ex~t 
preferential treatment. the numbers to go up; I would 
"Affirmative action is only on paper. I don't see 
any overt action to recruit black students .. . " 
"We recognize t_he minority 
studimt doesn't come close to the 
LSAT score of the . majority 
stude.nts. Whatever the reasons, 
it's there; we're not going to find · 
many blacks ,or Puerto Ru:ans 
with 600 LSAT scores ; Harvard 
and Yale's got all of them," said 
the registrar. 
"We 've oever have had a target 
figure. We 'd like to have more 
minority students. Every law 
school and corporation has this 
problem and everyone is 
competing for the ·best. If you're 
not going to educate them, h.ow 
do you get the numbers? We 
certainly want to do more for 
minority students, but we can't 
William 'Gr~ei-
foolishly bring them · in here and 
ed.ucatl! them," he added . 
The subject of LSAT scores 
and their relative merits was 
oonsidered by Canfield, who said, 
"Historically, a lot more white 
students than minority students 
do well on it." 
"But, two t hings are important 
when looking a-t LSAT scor~s. 
First, they 're a lousy pr_edictor of 
success in law school, and second 
Jerry McGreir 
hope so." 
And, if they don't? 
''Well, we're constantly 
re-evaluating the situation!' ' 
From McGrier, Armstrong and 
Alexander the view is that more 
direct efforts on the part of the 
11aw school will have to take plac~ 
if there is to be an increase in the 
number of minority students. ., 
Support from the student body 
would be important McGrier- said. 
"One thlng necessary to better the 
situation is for an increased desire 
on the part of the student body to 
rectify the situation. We need 
more white students and white 
organizations concerned." 
"We just can 't do it by 
ourselves," Goncluded A! mstrong. 
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:Quiche: Eggs And CheeseHoldltAll Together 
by Paul Suozzi 
Two of the most basic 
ingredients I utilize in cooking are 
eggs and cheese . It's almost 
strange to think of them as 
ingredients since either can be a 
meal in itself, one high in protein 
and good tasting too. However, 
they also form the basis of many 
r ecipes, especially when used 
together. 
You ' re probably asking 
yourself, "Why is he talking about 
eggs and cheese when this column 
is supposed to be about quiche?" 
Well, it just so happens eggs and 
cheese are two of the main 
ingredients in qu iche . (To those 
who kr'lew that already, it also 
gives me some justification for 
including two non-quiche recipes 
which use eggs and cheese.) 
To return to the topic of this 
column, quiche is a custard made 
with eggs and milk or cream, 
usually filled with cheese and 
another ingredien t, and baked in a 
pastry shell. It is usually the 
"other" ingredient which ends up 
.getting top billing as in Spinach 
Quiche or Mushroom Quiche, but 
it's the eggs, milk and ·cheese 
which _hold everything together. 
Quiche . can be made in a 
relatively short period of time and 
· can be served as a main course, 
side dish or even an-hors d'oeuvre . 
To save time, a frozen pie crust 
may be used, and I've even seen it 
dispensed with altogether. (But 
make a crust. It's not difficult and 
it tastes much better than the 
1 frozen variety.) 
The two non-quiche recipes 
further demonstrate the versatility 
and goodness of the egg-cheese 
combination. Both can be ,, ,,t 
together very easily, iri not ;, ,1.: at 
all , and are a delight to the µa late. 
I've included a basic recipe for 
pie crust (pastry shell) . Two of the 
quiche recipes call for the sheU to 
be partially baked before adding 
the filling. Th" ,~ is a trick to 
doing this which prevents the shell 
from puffing up in the oven. Place 
a piece of aluminum foil '"in-- the 
unbaked shell to form a lining. 
Then fill with dried beans or rice, 
making certain the beans are well 
distributed--and pushed against the 
sides of the shell. 
Bake in an oven · for 15 to 20 
minutes until lightly brown. 
Remove from the oven and lift 
out the foil and beans. Using a 
pastry brush, coat the shell evenly 
with· a beaten yolk. This seals the 
crust and prevents its soaking up 
the custard mixture. Return to 
the oven for 2 minutes to se t the 
yolk. 
Pie Shell/ from Judi Francis 
1 cup sifted flour 
½ tsp. salt 
2/3 cup vegetable shortening 
(Crisco) 
2½-31/z Tbls. cold water with a 
splash of vinegar · 
pau/ SUOZZI 
The secret is to have everything ¼ tsp. nutmeg 
cold ( the water, shortening and 
even the bowl) . Using your Beat eggs. Blend into cream 
fing e rs, gently blend the cheese with fingers. Mix in the 
shortening, flour and salt together remaining ingredients. Pour into 
until the grains are the size of pie shell . Bake 375 degrees for 35 
small pebbles. Using a fork, add minutes. 
the water a little at a time until 
the mixture holds together in a Cheese Souffle/ Judi 'Francis via 
ball. Place the ball between two Teri Silverberg 
sheets of waxed paper and roll 
gently and evenly from the center 6 eggs 
out, until th e dough will cover a 1 cup milk 
9-inch pie plate. Slowly peel off ½ lb. Monterey ~Jack cheese, 
the paper and place in the plate, cut in ¼ cubes 
forming to the sides and turning 12 oz. cottage ctteese 
up the edges on top. Bake or not ½ cup flour 
as the recipe calls for. However, 1 tsp. baking soda 
always make fork holes across the ¼ lb. melted butter25-30 minutes or until puffed and Filling: 
entire surface of the unbaked shell 1 cup grated Swiss cheese 
before adding the filling, so that 1 cup heavy cream This is not a "real" souffle, 
the air can escape and the shell 4 eggs · since it ·doesn't call for you to 
won't puff up. Cheese and Mushrqom Quiche/ whip the egg whites separately 
brown. 
8 strips bacon (diced) 
The recipes for Quiche from Loula Barkas and fold them in . Rather, aChopped onions 
Lorraine and Spinach Quiche call 1 /3 cup fresh mushrooms, teaspoon of baking ~da. prompts 
for pre-baked pastry she I Is . The pastry for 9-inch pie plate chopped some of the rising action, 
other two do not. 2 tbls. butter Beat the eggs well . Add the 
1¼ cups thinly sliced milk, flour and other ingredientsMix cheese, cream and eggs
Spinach Quiche/ from Charlotte mushrooms slowly . Do not overheat. Salt and(leaving some extra cheese for the 
and Roger Ross 2 slices· bacon, booked, drained pepper to taste . Refrigerate· bottom of the crust). Season this 
and crumbled overnight or all day (about eightmixture with nutmeg, white 
2 tblsps. finely chopped 1 cup Swiss cheese, cubed hours) . Bake ·one hour at 375 ,pepper and salt. 
shallots degrees in a-Pyrex bowl.1 onion, minc~d Saute 'bacon with equal
2 tblsps. butter 2 eggs, lightly beaten amount of onions and 
- 1 ¼ cup chopped, blanched Prysnac Serbia/ from Ellen Gibson ½ tsp. nutmeg mushrooms. Cool and add to 
spinach, well drained ½ tsp. pepper cheese mixture. -
½ tsp. salt 1 cup heavy cream 6 unbeaten eggs Put grated cheese on bottom of
1/8 tsp. pepper 2 lb. small curd cottage cheesepie shell and pour in filling.
pinch nutmeg, marjoram and 6 Tb. flour\ Bake 400 F. - 20-25 minutes,tarragon Preheat oven to 400 degrees. J/2 lb. diced cheddar or until a paring knife· inserted 
3 eggs Line a 9-inch pie plate with 1 pkg. frozen chopped broccolione inch from the center comes
1½ cup whipping cream pastry. Refrigerate. In a saucepan; ¼lb.butterout dry - without any custard
1 - 8 inch pastry shell melt butter. Add mushrooms and 2 chopped green onions clinging to it. 
¼ cup grated Swiss cheese saute for 3 minutes. In a bowl, 
1 tblsp. butter combine mushrooms, bacon, Thaw broccoli quickly. All
Mozzarella and Ham Quiche/cheest;_ aJl4. ,q11lon ,,, ?,P,r. j11kl~ qv,~r • other--~ edierds' sboulfl- 1 - atfrom.-~~ Poppir :.j', '\,:; -~ ,,, .,;Cook shallots in butter, add prepared 'pie· plate. Combine eggs·, T1o·cim ""tefnp·e ~ ture.r- 'Blar.\ all 
spi~ach and stir over moderate cream, 'nutme~ and pepper: Pour ingredients with electric mixer
2 eggsheat. Stir in salt, pepper and over cheese mixture. Reduce heat until · well blended. Pour into 
8 oz. mozzarella cut into smallseasonings. Bea"t'eggs, cream and lo 300 degrees and bake 40 greased 9x12 baking dish. Bake at 
piecesgradually stir spinach into egg minutes more. Serve hot or cold. 350 degrees for one hour or until 
8 oz. ·cream cheesemixture. Pour into pastry shell. knife , comes out clean. Let stand 
4-6 ozs. ham chopped intoSprinkle with. grated cheese and Quiche Lorraine/ from R~ger & 10 miautes before cutting. Serves 
small piecesdot with butter . Bake 375 - Charlotte Ross - 8. 
The Great Gonzo .Doctor Disappoints Crowd 
by Melanie Pierson the American Dream; and Fear presidern) b·ut he provided no further adventures of the Great 
and Loathing on the Campaign insight as to how he arrived at Go nzo, the majority of the 
An evening with the good Dr. T~ail '72 are the brilliant, behind these predictions. The evening audi1mce that had packed the 
Hunter S. Thompson held the the, sceri'es analyses of a twisted dragged, at one point sliding down Fillmore Room left, disappointed, 
promise of good entertainment. and demented mind. Thompson into a discussion of how much before Thompson finished for-the 
Thompson is a cqntemporary cult wrote for Rolling Stone. magazine Thompson ,.w'\5, ge, ting . paid to evening. Those remaining were 
hero in the tradition of Ken (most recently, a two part serit;s answer qu~stions ($2,100 plus serious cult followers who. w<1nted 
Kesey, Tom Wolfe, Alan Ginsberg on Muhammad Ali) but f:le no expenses). In one somewhat io ,know wh~t ~he Gre.at ·Gonw 
and Timothy Leary . The Doctor is longer 'teel,s Roi.ling Storie retains redeem.ing ., -move, ' · Thomlison saw in • $tore for the future. The 
perhaps the only one of these its original commitment to quality demonstrated the sobriety test he humor and .outrag'eousn,:ss that 
proponents of the lifestyle of journalism. Thompson is also on passed for the California State, characterized the Merry 
total hedonist abandonment that the executive board of NORML. Pranksters and the previousPolice while under the influence 
developed on the West Coast in Given his credentials, an evening adventures of , the good Doctor of mescaline.
the early 1960's, who is still with Thompson looked promising. were absent from the evening -
getting away with ripping off the The promise of the evening was Expecting to quite a disa)pointment. 
establishment with any degree of never fulfilled . The evening got 
consistency. He's getting away started at least an hour late. The 
with it so well that he 's acquiring Doctor had missed his plane, 
quite a reputation. Gary Trudeau flying in from New Orleans where 
has drawn Thompson as the he was covering the Ali-Spinks 
ch<1racter ~Duke" in his comic fight. AQ_ff his bags-had been lost. 
strip "Donnesbury." ("What do Thompson · obviously was in no 
you think it's like to wake up mood to address an audience. 
every morning knowing there's at Instead, it became an evening of 
least a 50-50 chance you 'll see question and answer. It was nearly 
yourself in the comics?") impossible to gain anything from 
Thompson is a self-proclaimed this exchange b ecause the 
gonzo journalist (pre-Ted Nugent, audience could neither hear the 
please). He writes crazed, drug questions no, Thompson ' s 
-i nduced accounts of the events he mu'mbled replies. As far as this 
covers. His books, Hells Angels: A writer could tell, Thompson had 
Strange and Terrible Saga ;. Fear no new observations to offer. He 
and Loathing in Las Vegas : A did make a few wild p redictions 
Strange journey to the Heart of (Ted Kennedy ·. will be the next 
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Guidry's Arm, Bouion's Back 
by Maria Colavito had never, worn major league 
uniforms, Add to these very 
Over the past few years personal prejudices two more 
(though it seems like he's been ridiculous notions - that playing 
around for a millenium), Howard major league baseball is as easy as 
Cosell 's all too familiar voice has the great players have made it 
reminded us ov~r and over of the look over the years and that just 
breakdown of fan behavior in this bec,,ause they are paid for playing, 
country. I have to admin:hat I for major leaguers should never make 
one was getting a little tired of mistakes - and you get someone 
hearing it. But it wasn 't until a you definitely don't want to be 
few of us happened to sit in front .sitting , anywhere near during a 
·of one of Ho"{ard's more ballgame. This . is especially true 
obnoxious specimens duril}g a when your first-place team 
Yankee-Blue Jays ~oubleheader in happens to be losing by seven ru·ns 
Toronto that · the truth of what to a team that's thirty-ti;,ree games 
Cosell 's been saying hit home. The out; and when your team 's heavy 
gentleman (to use the term hitters are having a hard tim e 
loosely) in question was a jerk, getting the ball out of the infield 
plain and simple. He knew in a ball park that looks like it was 
nothing about baseball (he designed by the Match Box 
- thought Dick Tidrow was the company; and when · your team's 
Yankee's third base coach arid, he ~· Cy Y.o!,lng ,Award winner has been 
kept cautioning Thurman Munson taken out ·of the game after only 
to be alert for the suicide squeeze -1-1/3 innings because he has 
with the only Toronto runner ·on already given up five -runs, made 
second base and two strikes on one error which cost two of those 
the batter; under those conditions runs and looks like he has got 
"suicide squeeze" is an nothingleftinhispitchingarm . 
understatement of the play's It appears that Ron Guidry 's 
chances of success.) But then arm may finally be showing signs 
again he didn't need to know of the- wear and tear it has been 
anything about baseball to make subjected to all season long as the 
the comments he was making. His Yankees looked to it to bring 
favorite targets were Mickey them into c'ontention for the 
Rivers and Reggie Jackson, and to divisional championship. Despite 
hear him shouting you'd think his size, Guidry has surprised 
you, were in Alabama in 1939 and everyone with his strength and 
that Jackie Robinson; Maury velocity of his pitches. If it is true 
Wills, Hank Aaron_and company that it takes everything he's got to 
Recef!t. ~eveWpment,s 
Aitd"fti!hllk in'tlie~ow.. ,,,, 
by Bill Brooks York judge has enjoined all SUNY 
·at Buffalo law professors from 
This summer the Supreme uttering certain words in the 
Court struck down Ohio's death classroom. 
penalty statute. In addition to the This summer, the Supreme 
usual blurb which accompanies Court upheld an FCC censorship 
death penalty decisions, Chief of New York radio station WBAI. 
Justice Burger noted the The station played a George 
irrevocability of the death Carlin routine "7 Words You 
penalty. Because such a penalty is Cannot Say on Television ." The 
irrevocable, one must be sure court did Carlin one better by 
beyond all doubt that the statute telling the station that it, Carlin or 
is constitutional before a person is anyone else couldn't !l','.Cn say it 
subject to the long noose of the on radio. 
law. · The Court admitted the record 
Naturally, Justice (and that is was not obscene. However, the 
using the term very loosely) majority analogized the routine to 
Rhenquist '• IJl~sented. Sucfi •· a an' obscene ·phone call to which 
pena1'ty' 1'is' Ji'rr'evocabte· ,<;>hly ndne df us· should be subjected. 
b'd:'auk ,f•such -'tlefeh~a'nt'''catmot ; , · ,; ,· · 
pfi~itid~·' t't\b 'i bu tt ,: fot ' r~dr~ss~ h ,, The,0istrict ,,Judge analogized 
would "15'tt a · sirnple J fiatte'r . for the utterances to a pesty vacuum·. 
Congress to extend the habeous cleaner salesman: "Like the dirt 
corpus,. jurisdiction of Federal that-the vacuum merchant spreads 
courts to the grave. Habeous around your house in his a_ttempt 
corpus is a congressionally created to sell his wares, these words hang 
remedy and if those people in the air polluting the 
executed under various death environment." 
penalty statutes believe they have The judge disagreed with 
been unfairly discriminated Justice Br.ennan's dissent. Brennan 
against, .they should p·etition their stated the FCC should not dictate 
congressmen to enlarge the .what can a_nd can't be played on 
habeous corpus jurisdiction . ·radio since "one man's vulgarity is 
That - such people might not another man 's lyric." The judge 
receive a new trial because they noted that certain things, like 
are dead was not much of a most Barry Mannilow songs, can 
concern for the Justice. " People · be no one's lyric. · 
have arisen from the dead The judge thus enjoined all 
before," stated Rhenquist, citing SUNY at Buffalo law professors 
Jesus Christ as an example. •from uttering tihe words 
Rhenquist continued, "Even last "Rhenquist" and "Burger." 
year the Seattle Supersonics George Carlin said he had mixed 
looked dead at the· beginning ~f emotions about th'is recent 
. the season, and they sure did ~cision: "It may be a defeat for · 
come alive." . the first amendment, but it gives 
Citing a recent .Supreme Court me a new routine, 'Two Words 
case, a Western District of New You Can't Say in -Law School'." 
pitch as well as he has been 
pitching, this season must have 
taken a heavy toll on Ron 
Guidry 's arm already . Hopefully, 
the Yankee management realizes 
that the time has come to coddle 
that arm a bit, giying Guidry an 
, extra day's rest where possible 
over the next couple of weeks or· 
going to the bullpen earlier in the 
game than they have been. Guidry 
and the rest of the Yankees know 
how 'necessary it is that he be 
healthy to pitch in- the playoffs 
and hopefully the World Series. 
Meanwhile, in going from 
Guidry to Jim Bouton some 
would say you are going from the 
sublime to the ridiculou~ But all 
in all you have to give Bouton 
credit for his courage and 
determinat_ion in making-his major 
league come9ack. Obviously 
Bouton loves playing baseball, 
enough so that he was willing to 
give up a lucrative and successful 
job as a network sportsperson to 
go back to the drudgery and 
humiliation of the minor leagues. 
And he did all of this · with 
nothing short of your basic 
knuckleball to his name. When 
Bouton made his first major 
league · start since 1970 at the 
golden age of 39 (an age at which 
most baseball owners feel senility 
has long since settled in) many 
players felt the Atlanta 
organization was showing a 
disti net lack of respect for the 
game. Starting.against the Dodgers 
of all teams (comparable to 
starting the Christians against the 
lions\· I ~Roufnn ' I 'Se~'med to · '11be 
• 11•, ") ,: ~ p ·,\""':1' •Jfr r, , r j , f>(I 1·1 
survivrng nis baptism ofbl'oob an'd 
was sailing 'for three innings. But 
once the Dodger lineup had all 
had a look at him and his 
knuckleball, the trouble began 
and Bouton was taken out of the 
game after giving up' six earned 
runs. Yet his second appearance 
went a little more smoothly, with 
Bouton going six innings and 
giving up no earned runs -in a 4-1 
decision against San Franciico. All 
in all, it wasn't such a poor 
showing against two of the 
toughest teams in the National 
League, especially for a man with 
only one real pitch who was 
probably told by half of his fellow 
players when he came up from the 
minor~, "Oh yeah, 1· remember 
your pitching -for the Yankees 
wnen I was·in jtini&r high school. II 
If Bouton can fi'nd 'catchers who 
are willing to share a battery with 
him (catchers notoriously hate 
catching knuckleballers - the 
pitch is so erratic that at ,best it 
will make you look really sloppy 
out there and at worst it will take 
a bad hop and make you wish you 
had become an accountant instead 
of a major league catcher) he 
might be able to pitch again next 
season. Of course, all of this is 
really wish fulfillment for 
everyane cpncerned here· - -for 
Jim , Bouton, he is getting to 
"come back" to a game where, 
wl)ite he was playing anyway, he 
Was never quite sure he belonged. 
For the rest of us who always 
wished we · could play a major 
league sport s9mewhere but know 
deep down we never will, all this 
could give us reason to think that 
maybe when we reach the golden 
age of 39 we could do it lf"j im 
Bouton could, why couldn't we? 
Greiner Wuu Fint SR4 
Last Clear Chance Gol,f Tournament 
pout SUOZZI 
Bill Greiner drove, chipped and putted his way to 
an impressi~e 79. I 
Greiner proudly displays the coveted 
"Dean's Cup." 
"Fill Out Thu-Form, Maam" 
Thanks to John M. Gruber 
These are sentences taken from 
actual letters received by the 
Social Service Department in 
application for support. 
I am forwarding my ~arriage 
certiffcate and six children. I had 
seven but one died which was 
baptizc1 on a half sheet of paper. 
am writing the welfare 
department to say that my baby 
was born two years old. When do 
I get my money? 
Mrs. Jones has not had any 
clothes for a year and has been 
visited regularly by ·the clergy. 
I cannot get sick pay. I have six 
children. Can you tell me why? 
I am glad to report that my 
husband who is missing is dead . 
This is my eighth child. What 
are you going to do about it? 
Please find for certain if my 
husband is dead. The man I am 
now living with can't eat or do 
anything until he knows. 
I am very much annoyed to 
find you ·have branded my son 
illiterate. This is a dirty lie as I for another Doctor. 
- ·. .. 
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was married two weeks-t>-efore he 
was, born. 
· In answer to 'your letter, I have 
given birth to a boy weighing 10 
lbs. I hope that this is satisfactory. 
I am forwarding my marriage 
certificate and my three children. 
One of which is a mistake, as you 
can see. 
My husband got his project cut 
off two weeks ago and I haven't 
had any relief since. 
Unless I get my husband's 
money pretty soon, I will be 
forced to lead an fmmortal life. 
You have changed my boy to a 
girl. Will this make any difference. 
I h~ve no children as yet as my 
husband is a truck driver and 
works day and night. 
In ·accordance with your 
instructions, I have given birth to 
the twins in the enclosed 
envelope. 
...,J • 
I want money as quick as I can 
get it. I have been in bed with the 
Doctor for two · weeks and he 
doesn't do me any good. If things 
don't improve, I will have to send 
, 
·Life As a SUllllller-Associate - -Three Share Views-
I 
With The WhiteShoeBoyson WallStreet Lawyerinf;f in the Country 
by Dennis Harkawik firm's standards. Unfortunately I The reaction of the other 
For a ten-week period this past was included in this debut summer . associates to the firm Ain't Just A Lot of Hay 
summer I employed as a performance. One incident indicated that'I was not alone inwas 
especially comes to mind: on my questioning the desirability ofsummer associate for i large, old 
third day with the firm I worked living the firm lifestyle. Although work, beyond that requiring hisand powerful Wall Street law firm. 
' Rather · than describe the until 11 p.m. That e'{ening I some seemed to accept the by Jim Maloy involvement, to keep me busy. So, 
handed in my completed pressure · andlonghourswillingly, having established that. neither oforganization and work of the firm 
(a narration of which can be assignment and told the associate many openly complained about· a , us knew what to expect from each 
that I was exhausted and was '"sweat-shop" atmosphere. Some other and wondering if we• werefound irt the firm resume of any Late in April I learned that an 
leaving for home. Later that will not return to the firm, ;,tnd both on the verge of a decision welarge commercial law firm), I am attorney in a place called Elma, · 
writing this to relate my personal summer the hiring partner read unfortunately a number of the New York, w.as in the market for would regret by July, we shook 
me the associate 's writte(l out-of-town summer associates hands and I got in my car andimpressions and feelings about a summer clerk. One phone call,
evaluation. The associate wrote may not return to New York City headed back · past the cattle: working with the "white shoe" three days and twenty-five miles 
that while he could 1,mderstand because of their negative feelings pastures, ..barns and fields - theboys. later, I turned east at Transit and 
that there were reasons for calling about th e sum mer . The landscape that was to become aThe Wall Street main office Bullis Roads, knowing that an 
it a day before all the work for permanent associates were more familiar part of summer in Elma. was nothing short of awesome: ii:iterview and perhaps a job offer 
the trial was complete, exhaustion willing to accept their fate, atlavish offices, carpeted hallways, a was only a "white building at the Looking back from my 
spiral staircase, a large collection was not one of them. It was the least for a while. Some leave after fi'rst intersection" away. The five-months-later vantage point, I 
showing of weakness, human a year or two; others feel thatof art and antiques made for intersection, however, was realize that one of the mistaken 
limits, that bothered the associate their unhappiness is · sufficiehtly opulent work surroundings. A nowhere in sight. Ahead, the road pre-conceptions I had formed was 
virtual army of supporting staff so much~ not the quality or compensated by a high salary and dipped and curved past plowed that clerking _ in Elma would 
timeliness of my work. prestige ; and many others enjoyincluded stenographers, librarians, fields, barns, pastures, and a small consist of a very limited range, of 
Despite that incident, . and the total commitment that the jobproof readers, messengers and herd of dairy cattle. I drove on, "rural" "mundane" law - a wili 
paralegals that eliminated most of many more ,long evenings (and requires. resolved ·to keep an mindopen here, a contract there, here a tort,
weekends), my work in litigation I do not think that my timethe drudgery of turning out the and reserve judgment. However, I there a. tort, everywhere a tort, 
paperwork. Even were dealt with challenging areas of the spent on Wall Street was wasted ; pencils did begin to regret that I had not tort . . . basically out of touch 
law. For example, I explored the it gave me the opportunity tosharpened for us by opted for my three-piece with Current Trends J nd Recent 
"non-professionals." Every day at possibility of obtaining a binding experience a work environment, pinstriped overalls or paid closer Developments.
judgment against Nortn Vietnam for a short time, so -that I could4 p.m. in the firm library, tea was attention when Professor Joyce 
served in china cups, accompanied in a United States federal court. } determine whether it was had explained wtiy chickens were 
But CT's and RD's aside, my 
by pastry and cookies. All this Of course, if I stayed late a taxi something I really wanted to do. work included : drafting wills,not entitled to capital gains
would ferry me home; dinners for My decision not to work on Wall complaints, assorted motions,was culture shock for a poor treatment, in . case it came up in 
evenings spent at the. firm were on Street can be traced to a dinner affidavits, making coffee ,Buffalo law student who had the interview. Finally, about three 
eaten more machine beef burrito the client. Also, - for the real given to the summer associates by miles down the road, a traffic 
wrongful death, plain de~th, 
lan<llord -tenant, real estate,marathon attorneys, showers were . the firm. I was seated next to andinners than he cared - to signal and a white frame building 
long-arm jurisdiction, bankruptcy, located in the re~tr_ooms . elderly partner in his seventies. He 
taking out the garbage, a 
remember. came into view. I had, in one 
For the first half the Neverthe~ess_, after three _weeks I had never married, had no family,of sense,· arrived. 
summer I was assigned to the was begmrnng to question my and had faithfully worked for the slip-and-fall case, a dog-bite case ,In tr.uth, . my earliest ( we defended the dog), the · litigation department, an area of willingness to devote so much of firm for many years. After a few impressions of the rural character exclusionary rule, matrimonials,the firm well noted for harried, my time to work and the firm. drinks he leaned over and told me 
of the town coincided with my intentional and unintentionaldemanding work . I was The second half of my summer that if he could do it all over 
expectations. But I had no torts, reams of correspondence,immediately placed on a "live" or was spent in the firm's corporate again, he would not work on Wall 
comparable expectations w~th interviewirig clients and attendingsoon -to -be tried case. The department. Corporate work there Street. Despite all t~!! mon,::y he 
respect to a clerking position with :ill sorts t:Jf cdurts. then onassociate preparing the case would means drafting documents and had made in his career, lie did not 
a solo praClitioner in a Tuesday .. .assign me a problem and would providing advice for every know how to enjoy himself 
community the size of Elma .. As itgive me a deadline of one hour to conceivable type of commercial outside the office. He complained In short, the work was quite
turned out, my employer, anone-half day in whicl\ to report transaction . My work involved that he was fonely without a varied. (I perused all but a few 
attorney of six years experience, back to him. The case itself was recommending changes in a New family , and he did not look volumes of the New York statutes 
had opened this office withinteresting because it involved York Bank model security forward to his increasing leisure at one time or another,). It 
another attorney less than a yearclassic contract concepts : was agreement, based on changes in time. It was said not to solicit provided a good look at how law 
before and had now variety)there an offer made? was there an the New York U.C.C. I also took pity, but as almost a warning - do never (until (the printed page can 
that the other attorney hadacceptance? were there part in a "closing" where a foreign not get involved in this type of a function on formal and informal 
departed) had occasion to hire athird -party beneficiaries? The corporation bought a family-held career without carefully weighing levels to anticipate and avoid 
law student. As a consequence, heassociate was a newly-hired business in North Carolina. Here, the costs as well as the benefits. disputes or, failing that, resolve 
expressed uncertainty as to whatHarvard Law graduate, and Ii ke those in litigation , the That conversation alone made the those which are ultimately 
my summer duties would be andseemed determined to 'prove to his associates seemed to be working time spent at that firm channelled into ·ihe "system." 
whether there would be enoughpartner that he was up to the too hard. worthwhile. Apologies for the textbook prose; 
no apologies due for the sumlW!! 
spent in Elma. As a firstAdvantages of Larf;fe New York City Firm Are Many law-related job it was an 
interesting and valuable 
by Jean Powers to learn new areas thoroughly. luncheons, clam bakes, cocktail busy departments in the firm yet experience. 
Working for a large Wall Street The services provided by a parties, the ballet, and dinner at billed 45 to 57 hours every week . so; "Clerking in Elma" in a
law firm is probably best large firm also enable you to do a Windows on the Worli The official firm hours were 9 :30 n·utshell : beautiful Western New
characterized by the sheer first-rate job. Large firms have Finally, there will be a large.. to 5:30 but only on my last day York summer days, relaxed pace,
magnitude of everything ranging LEXIS, the legal research group oV people ' starting work did I work solely those hours. On friendly atmosphere, a diverse
from the number of attorneys to computer, and training is provided with you (approximately forty in a typical day I left my hous at caseload with often-colorful 
the number of billable hours for each attorney, including the firm for which I worked). 6 :30 a.m. and returned between 8 clientele, and the chance to 
worked to the size of the estates summer associates. The libraries Thus, there will always be people and 9 p.m. Often, I worked participate directly in the 
and business transactions handled are well equipped, and the library with whom you can share your through lunch, and I frequently handling and building of ~ solo 
to the amount of remuneration staff will borrow volumes from experiences and reactions. brought work home at night. My · gene~al practice. Nice work if you 
received. Such enormity has both other libraries or law firms if Size also produc e s daughter ,was asleep when I left in can get it. 
its advantages and disadvantages. necessary. Secretaries are available disadvantages, however. Because the morning and often asleep 
For me, the advantages of a big twenty-four hours a day, and an attorney may not work closely when I returned. With one . .. And as I headed west into 
firm are many. First, there is a there are also messengers, proof with any one partner but may exception, however, I did not fin~ the setting sun on that last day of 
tremendous opportunity to learn readers, and other support receive assignments from a variety it necessary to work weekends. summer vacation, I passed by that 
from a variety of persons, each of services. When you work late at of .persons, there is a danger that One caveat : do not commute. same small herd of dairy cattle 
whom has developed significant night a voucher cab picks you up no one has a complete view of his After putting in ten or so hours of grazing in a pasture and recalled 
expertise in particular areas within at the door and drives you home. development and needs. A large work._· no one should have to my reaction when I first saw them 
his department. I was particularly Because of the diversity of a firm generally does not supervise contend with the Long Island in .April. A few of them looked up 
impressed with the willingness of large firm , an attorney can an attorney closely; each person is Railroad....On my line, trains were as I passed and for a moment I 
the attorneys to help one another transfer easily to a new expected . to take the initiative to late about fifty per cent of the thought I detected a note of 
with difficult problems and share department if he is dissatisfied see le help and advice when time. Delays ranged from ten or recognition in their eyes. How 
information and insights gleaned with his present assignment. Given needed. To prevent -the summer fifteen minutes to two hours. many "big firm" summer clerks 
from prior work on similar the size of each dep.a.rtment, this associates from feeling isolated Even when punctual, the trains had passed a senior partner in a 
matters. Coupled with the high . is like going to a new firm, but and lost, each one was assigned an were overcrowded and hot. Had I panelled cotridor day after day, 
standards set for the quality of much continuity of policy and advisor. H(!wever~ I do not think not commuted, I might have hoping against hope for some 
work and the many opportunities procedure remains. that this practice is followed for summarized · my experience as srnall gesture of recognition? 
to work on fairly complex and A large firm can pay well and permanent associates. challenging an~ exciting. Given After a.II, recognition is 
sophisticated problems, the can afford to provide a nice social The biggest problem faced' by a the commute, I must also say that recognition. I smiled and waved to 
interrelation among attorneys ~edule for summer associates new associate in a large firm is it was exhausting and sometimes the-cows and, with ego-iestored, 
headed for home._provides an excellent !Pportunity and recruits. Activities included : time. I worked in two of the least frlJstra.ting. 
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